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RE: Docket No. OlD-0044-Guidance for C IA Criteria for Waiver; 
Draft Guidance for Industry and FDA 

Dear Dr. Hackett, 

Enclosed please find two additional comments to the above-referenced guidance document. I 
realize the comment period closed at the end of May, but I have received instruction from DCLD 
to add these comments at this time. A brief synopsis of the situation follows. 

etrika, Inc. (Met&a, Sunnyvale, CA) 

guidance document is in a state of flux. Instead, it was gested that the key elements from that 
add-to-file be generalized as comments to the Draft has been done. 
Metrika appreciates the opportunity to convey its position 

in operator within a test kit be removed. 
when CDC had and a sound scientific basis 



; 7/16/01 

is unclear what value is added by training 
ing” a kit with multiple operators. Once 1 
new factors are introduced when testing i 
since the instruction is not tied to testing 
tests, it is entirely ludicrous. 

Comment #2: Testing of external QC samples with eat 
Current CLIA-waived labeling instructs us 
each new shipment of product. While I ( 
effects from shipping must be recognized 
not the only way to do this. If is has bc 
conditions do not negatively impact the prc 
to alert the user of a negative condition, 
redundant. In this particular case, Met&s 
the product was exposed to: 
l excessive heat 
l excessive cold (freeze/thaw cycles), 
l high altitudes and excessive vibrations, 
m high impact (drop testing) 

The data from these studies confirmed tha 
to product specifications after the various 
will be re-submitted to FDA once the 1 
finalized. The results from the shipping s 
how hazard analysis can be incorporated ix 

Thanks again for including my comments after the dead1 
final guidance this Fall, for this project and for other CLL 

Sincerely, 

Erika B. Ammirati, R.A.C., MT(ASCP) 
Clinical/Regulatory Consultant to Industry 

Comments to Draft Guidance- 
Criteria for CLIA Waiver 

operator with multiple kits, or “QC- 
operator is trained with one kit, no 
performed with another kit. Further, 
llume nor the time duration between 

shipment of product 
; to perform external QC testing with 
tainly concur that potential adverse 
nd evaluated, external QC testing is 
1 shown that various environmental 
Ict, or if internal controls are in place 
:n the testing of external controls is 
lad performed shipping studies were 

UcNowTM still functioned according 
:posures. Summaries of those studies 
.IA Waiver Guidance Document is 
lies provide an excellent example of 
the CLIA review process. 

:. I look forward to the release of the 
related projects. 
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